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Mahler’s Symphony No. 2 "Resurrection
by Gary Lemco

  After the completion of his 1888 First Symphony (originally titled, programmatically, “Titan,” after the author Jean-Paul Richter), Mahler 
began work on an extended symphonic poem in the manner of Franz Liszt called Totenfeier (Funeral Rites). Later, he returned to the 
movement, and added three others so that by late 1893 the �rst four movements of the symphony as we now know it were complete. 
Mahler suddenly reached an impasse, feeling he needed something else to complete it. In 1894, Mahler attended the funeral of the great 
Wagnerian conductor the conductor Hans von Bulow. There he heard a setting of Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock's Die Auferstehung (The 
Resurrection), goading him to complete his symphony--like Beethoven in his own Ninth--with a massive choral movement with text 
based on Klopstock's poem seeking transcendent renewal, a theme that Mahler would ultimately trans�gure into the music of his 
sublime Das Lied von der Erde. Somewhat in honor of von Bulow’s life dedicated to Wagner’s music, the opening C Minor movement of 
The Resurrection has the convulsive fury of the Act I from Die Walkuere; here, it is the soul in ardent pursuit of meaning after a bitter 
struggle. The C Minor �rst movement takes an unusual approach to sonata-form structure, grouping themes in two expositions, so that E 
Major emerges as a desire to escape from the cycle of will and death--established by a variant on the Dies Irae motif from the Requiem 
Mass--and move towards transcendence. The angry, tumultuous statement from the basses that opens the symphony is answered by a 
dirge in the woodwinds. The music moves intricately to a triumphant statement with trumpets in E-�at Major. Following this movement, 

Mahler calls in the score for a gap of �ve minutes before the second movement. 
   The second movement is a delicate laendler in A-�at Major with two contrasting sections of urgent, darker music. This slow movement 
contrasts to the two adjacent movements. Structurally, it is one of Mahler's simplest movements in his oeuvre, remembering the joyful 
times in the life of the deceased. The Scherzo in C Minor takes its cue from a song, “Des Antonius von Padua Fischpredigt,” from the cycle 
Des Knaben Wunderhorn, opening with two, short tympani strokes followed by a rhythmic tattoo which sets the tempo for the 
movement. With allusions to Austrian and Jewish folk music, the music reaches a frenzied climax Mahler called a “death-shriek” or “cry of 
despair.” The fourth movement Urlicht (primal light) serves as an introduction to the massive Finale. Sung in D-�at Major by an alto, the 
text derives from another of the Wunderhorn entries, longing for relief from worldly anguish.
   The huge Finale is divided into two large parts, the �rst centered in F Minor and B-�at Minor, a kind of “fate” modality Mahler had 
admired in Tchaikovsky. The �rst part is instrumental, episodic, containing a wide variety of moods, tempi and keys, with much of the 
material based on the “Dies Irae” death-march nexus heard in the �rst movement, although it also loosely follows sonata principles. New 
themes introduced are used repeatedly and altered. Mahler incorporates instrumental recitative in the manner of Beethoven. The 
recapitulation overlaps with the march, and only brief statements of the �rst theme group are re-stated. The orchestral recitative is fully 
recapitulated, and is accompanied this time by o�stage interruptions from a band of brass and percussion. This builds to a climax, which 
leads into a re-statement of the opening introductory section. The horn call is expanded into Mahler's "Great Summons," a transition into 
the choral section. 
   The choral section, opening in G-�at Major, is organized primarily by the text, using musical material from earlier in the movement. Each 
of the �rst two verses proceeds to an instrumental interlude; the alto and soprano solos, "O Glaube," based on the recitative melody, 
precede the fourth verse, sung by the chorus; and the �fth verse is a vocal duet. The opening two verses appear in G-�at major, the solos 
and the fourth verse in B-�at minor (the original key of the recitative), and the duet in A-�at major. The goal of the symphony, E-�at major, 
arrives when the chorus picks up the words from the duet, "Mit Flügeln," although after eight measures the music gravitates to G major.  
E-�at suddenly re-enters with the text "Sterben werd' ich um zu leben," and a proper cadence �nally occurs on the downbeat of the �nal 
verse, with the entrance of the heretofore silent organ (played with all stops) and with the choir instructed to sing "mit höchster Kraft" 
(with highest power). The instrumental coda remains in triumphant E-�at, accompanied by the tolling of deep bells. Mahler wrote of this 
movement: "The increasing tension, working up to the �nal climax, is so tremendous that I don’t know myself, now that it is over, how I 
ever came to write it."                                                  
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 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in 
their original,  pristine state for maximum �delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of 

which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain "artifacts" which are an inseparable part 
of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  

 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced 
versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in 
the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very demanding  manufacturing process.

For more info e-mail us:
admin@highdeftapetransfers.com

or visit our website:
www.highdeftapetransfers.com
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G  HDCD137 MAHLER SYM. No. 2 HERMAN SCHERCHEN CONDUCTING
Gustav Mahler

Symphony No. 2 "Resurrection"
Mimi Cortese, Soprano Lucretia West, Contralto Vienna State Academy Chamber Choir

Vienna State Opera Orchestra Hermann Scherchen Conducting

1 I:       Allegro maestoso (Mit durchaus ernstem und   
            feierlichem Ausdruck)  24:37 
2 II:      Andante moderato (Sehr gemachlich)  11:39
3 III:     In ruhig �iessender Bewegung  12:14

Disc 1
4 IV:    "Urlicht" (Sehr feierlich, aber schlicht)  6:43 
5 V:      In tempo des Scherzos. Wild 
             herausfahrend -  6:52  
6           Wieder sehr breit -  2:31 
7           Ritardando ... Maestoso· 3:53
8           Wieder zuruckhaltend - 6:40 
9           Langsam. Misterioso- 7:37 
10         Etwas bwegter  4:15
11         Mit Aufschwung aber nicht eilen  5:20 

Disc 2


